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A ‘hurricane-like’ polar low fuelled by sensible heat flux:
high-resolution numerical simulations
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An unusually deep (961 hPa) hurricane-like polar low over the Barents Sea during
18–21 December 2002 is studied by a series of fine-mesh (3 km) experiments using
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The simulated polar low was
similar to hurricanes and similar previous case-studies in that it had a clear, calm
and warm eye structure surrounded by moist convection organized in spiral cloud
bands, and the highest surface wind speeds were found in the eye wall. The proximity
to the sea ice and the high surface wind speeds (about 25 m s−1) during the deepening
stage triggered extremely high surface sensible and latent heat fluxes at the eye wall
of about 1200 and 400 W m−2, respectively. As the polar low moved eastward and
weakened, maximum surface sensible and latent heat fluxes dropped to about 600
and 300 W m−2, respectively. Two types of sensitivity experiments were designed to
analyse the physical properties of the polar low. Firstly, physical processes such as
condensational heating and sensible and/or latent heat fluxes were switched off–on
throughout the simulation. In the second type, these processes were turned off–on
after the polar low had reached its peak intensity, which minimized the deformation
of the polar-low environment, making it suitable to study the direct effect of physical
processes on the mature vortex. The experiments suggest that the deepening stage of
the polar low was dominated by baroclinic growth and that upper-level potential
vorticity forcing contributed throughout its life cycle. After the deepening stage,
the baroclinicity vanished and the polar low was fuelled by surface sensible heat
fluxes while latent heat fluxes played a minor role. Condensational heating was not
essential for the energetics of the polar low. Surprisingly, in experiments where
condensational heating was turned off throughout the simulation, the polar low
intensified. Copyright c© 2012 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction

The Nordic Seas (i.e. the Greenland, Norwegian and Barents
Seas) experience severe maritime weather during winter,
especially in the form of polar lows that often develop during
northerly marine cold air outbreaks (MCAO) (Kolstad,
2006; Bracegirdle and Gray, 2008; Kolstad and Bracegirdle,
2008). Their appearances and generation mechanisms
vary (e.g. Wilhelmsen, 1985; Businger and Reed, 1988;
Bracegirdle and Gray, 2008), but a common feature of most
types of polar low is that they are short-lived (<24 hours),
mesoscale (200–1000 km) cyclones with surface wind speeds
above gale force (Rasmussen and Turner, 2003).

Because some polar lows are similar to tropical hurricanes
in appearance and structure, polar lows have been referred
to as ‘extra-tropical hurricanes’ (Rasmussen, 1979), ‘Arctic
hurricanes’ (Emanuel and Rotunno, 1989; Businger and
Baik, 1991), and ‘hurricane-like polar lows’ (Nordeng and
Rasmussen, 1992). A common feature for polar lows and
hurricanes is a typically clear and calm warm eye with large
gradients of wind speed and temperature at the eye wall and
spiral-like convective cloud bands ending at the edge of the
warm core. For simplicity’s sake, we refer to polar lows that
resemble hurricanes as ‘hurricane-like’ polar lows despite
the fact that their forcing mechanisms are not identical.

Unlike tropical hurricanes, most polar lows (Businger
and Baik, 1991; Nordeng and Rasmussen, 1992; Grønås
and Kvamstø, 1995) initially form in shallow baroclinic
environments. According to Montgomery and Farrell
(1992), upper-level lows or troughs (i.e. upper-level
potential vorticity (PV) anomalies) are needed in order
to initiate the surface developments. This requirement was
demonstrated by Grønås and Kvamstø (1995) in a numerical
study of four different MCAOs over the Norwegian Sea
where upper-level PV anomalies interacting with low-level
atmospheric instability were found to be essential for the
development of polar lows. A PV inversion carried out
by Føre et al. (2011) supported by dropsonde observations
suggested that strong upper-level PV forcing was essential
during the life cycle of a polar-low development over the
Norwegian Sea during 3–4 March 2008. Bracegirdle and
Gray (2009) used a PV inversion method to analyse the
role of upper-level PV forcing on a polar low over the
Norwegian Sea during 13–14 October 1993. They suggested
that upper-level PV forcing initiated the polar low, but as
the polar low matured, surface energy fluxes (e.g. Craig and
Gray, 1996) became the main energy source. However, using
the MM5 model, Martin and Moore (2006) demonstrated
that surface energy fluxes were irrelevant for the intensity of
a polar low over the Labrador Sea. Based on numerical
experiments with the same model, Bresch et al. (1997)
suggested that upper-level PV forcing interacting with low-
level baroclinicity initiated a polar low over the Bering Sea
during 7 March 1997, but that surface energy fluxes were
also important for the initiation and energetics of polar-low
development. Thus, it is commonly understood that upper-
level PV forcing interacting with low-level baroclinicity
initiates most polar-low developments. However, at later
stages a complex interplay between upper-level PV forcing,
baroclinic instability, condensational heating, and surface
energy fluxes may vary from case to case.

In order to improve our knowledge about hurricane-
like polar lows, we here investigate an unusually intense
hurricane-like polar-low development that took place

during 18–21 December 2002 over the Barents Sea. Due
to the scarcity of observational data for the area over the
Barents Sea, numerical sensitivity experiments are a useful
tool to investigate the underlying physics of the polar low.
Running such experiments with global models is costly.
Therefore, in the present study we rely on high-resolution
numerical experiments with the full-physics version of the
state-of-the-art Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model (see section 2). The regional WRF model is a cost-
effective model suitable for such research purposes with its
built-in functions for turning off physical processes such as
condensational heating and/or surface energy fluxes.

A drawback of most previous case-studies of hurricane-
like polar lows is that the role of surface energy fluxes and
condensational heating has been analysed using regional
models with coarser horizontal and vertical resolution than
in today’s models (e.g. Rasmussen, 1979; Emanuel and
Rotunno, 1989). Running the UK Met Office unified model
(UM) for a polar low that took place during 3–4 March 2008
over the Norwegian Sea, McInnes et al. (2011) demonstrated
that the decrease of the horizontal grid spacing from 12 to
4 km and then to 1 km significantly improved the simulation
of the polar-low development. Indications of the improved
model performance at higher resolution were found to be
connected to the model’s handling of convection. The use
of the WRF model with a high number of vertical levels
(51) as well as a high horizontal resolution (3 km mesh)
is believed to improve the simulation of physical processes
important for the polar-low development. In addition, the
role of surface energy fluxes or condensational heating
in hurricane-like polar lows has been discussed without
rigorous numerical backing (e.g. Businger and Baik, 1991;
Nordeng and Rasmussen, 1992). In other polar-low case-
studies (e.g. Bresch et al., 1997), both latent heat and sensible
heat fluxes were turned off at the same time throughout the
whole integration time in sensitivity experiments, precluding
an analysis of the role of each individual type of surface
energy flux and condensational heating. Thus, in this
study, we use high horizontal resolution WRF sensitivity
experiments to investigate the role of both types of surface
energy flux separately and of their combined effect and that
of condensational heating, in order to analyse the physical
properties of the polar low (see section 5).

A disadvantage of many sensitivity studies, such as
the experiments discussed above, is that various physical
properties such as condensational heating and/or surface
energy fluxes are turned off throughout the whole
integration time (Craig and Gray, 1996; Bresch et al., 1997;
McInnes et al., 2011). An absence of a certain physical
process for a long time (more than a day) affects not
only the vortex itself but also the environment in which
the vortex develops. In such experiments, with increasing
integration time, it is difficult to judge whether the
removal of a certain physical process affects the polar-
low intensity directly or indirectly through modification of
the environment that the polar low develops within (e.g.
Yanase et al., 2004). Therefore, in addition to the more
commonly used sensitivity experiments described above, we
also apply the new type of sensitivity experiment introduced
by Yanase et al. (2004). In our study, the physical processes
are turned off (see section 2) after the polar low has reached
peak intensity. If a physical process has a direct effect on the
polar low itself, we should observe differences in polar-low
intensity after 1–3 hours of integration (Yanase et al., 2004).
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Based on these new types of sensitivity experiments, we
will discuss which physical process are directly important
for the mature polar-low intensity and how they affect the
polar-low intensity after the environment conditions have
been set up (section 5).

2. Model description and experiment design

2.1. The numerical model

The WRF model is a mesoscale numerical weather-
prediction system used worldwide in operational forecasting
and atmospheric research. It integrates non-hydrostatic,
compressible dynamical equations with an Arakawa C-
grid using a terrain-following vertical coordinate with
two-way nesting. In this study, version 2.2.1 of the WRF
(Skamarock et al., 2007) was used. The following physical
parametrizations were used for the full-physics experiments:
the Thompson bulk microphysics scheme (Thompson et al.,
2004, 2006); the Betts–Miller–Janjić moist convection
scheme (Janjić, 1994, 1996); the Yonsei University planetary
boundary layer (PBL) scheme (Hong et al., 2006); the Noah
Land Surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001); the MM5
similarity surface scheme; the rapid radiative transfer model
look-up table (Mlawer et al., 1997); and the Dudhia long-
wave and short-wave radiation schemes (Dudhia, 1989).
According to Claud et al. (2004), the simulated polar-low
track can be sensitive to the number of vertical levels in
the PBL. For this reason, and to increase the resolution
of physical processes in the PBL crucial for polar-low
developments, 18 of the 51 vertical levels used in this study
were set below 850 hPa. All simulations were carried out
with positive-definite advection of scalars, moisture, and
turbulent kinetic energy.

A later version of the WRF model (version 3) was
recently applied in a polar-low study by Wu et al. (2011)
in which National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) analyses (1◦ × 1◦ latitude–longitude grid) were
used as initial and lateral boundary conditions. According
to Renfrew et al. (2002), NCEP analyses overestimate
both wind speed and surface fluxes over sea, while
European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) analyses are within the bounds of observational
uncertainties. Furthermore, in NCEP analyses, the polar low
studied here makes landfall too early (not shown) according
to satellite observations (see section 3) and is therefore not
suitable for this case-study. Thus, we use ECMWF T511
data with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ latitude–longitude horizontal grid
resolution as the initial and lateral boundary conditions. As
will be shown, the ECMWF analyses positioned the polar
low quite accurately (see section 3). In Figure 1, the black
square shows the 9 km parent domain and the red square
shows the 3 km nested domain. The location of the ice edge
was held constant throughout the simulations (blue line,
Figure 1).

2.2. Experiment design

A series of sensitivity experiments were carried out in order
to reveal the underlying physics of the polar low. The
experiments are listed in Table 1, and we describe here their
main features.

Initially, sensitivity experiments in which a physical
process was turned off throughout the whole simulation were

Figure 1. The computational domains. The black square indicates the
parent domain (9 × 9 km) and the red square indicates the nested domain
(3 × 3 km grid spacing). The sea ice edge in the nested domain is shown as
a blue line.

Table 1. A summary of the characteristics of each model experiment.
The description of each experiment describes the differences to the CTL

experiment.

Abbreviation Description

CTL The default control model experiment.
CTL+NoCH Condensational heating was turned off.
CTL+NoCH-D Condensational heating was turned off at

1200 UTC 19 December and thereafter.
CTL+NoCv The convection scheme was turned off.
CTL+NoCv+NoCH The convection scheme and condensational

heating were turned off.
WSM6 The WRF single-moment 6-class micro-

physics scheme was used.
WSM6+NoCH The WRF single-moment 6-class micro-

physics scheme was used and condensational
heating was turned off.

WSM6+NoCH-D The WRF single-moment 6-class micro-
physics scheme was used and condensa-
tional heating was turned off at 1200 UTC
19 December and thereafter.

WSM6+NoCv The WRF single-moment 6-class micro-
physics scheme was used and the convection
scheme was turned off.

WSM6+NoCv+NoCH The WRF single-moment 6-class micro-
physics scheme was used, and the convec-
tion scheme and condensational heating were
turned off.

NoF Surface energy fluxes of sensible heat and
latent heat were turned off over the sea.

NoF-D Surface energy fluxes of sensible heat and
latent heat were turned off over the sea at
1200 UTC 19 December and thereafter.

NoSHF The sensible heat flux was turned off over the
sea.

NoSHF-D The sensible heat flux was turned off over the
sea at 1200 UTC 19 December and thereafter.

NoLHF The latent heat flux was turned off over the
sea.

NoLHF-D The latent heat flux was turned off over the
sea at 1200 UTC 19 December and thereafter.

NoF+NoCH Condensational heating as well as sensible and
latent heat fluxes over the sea were turned off.

designed. First, the full-physics control (CTL) experiment as
described above was carried out. To test the sensitivity to the
treatment of cloud microphysics, the WRF Single-Moment
6-class (Hong and Lim, 2006) scheme was used (WSM6).
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This scheme reproduced the cloud and precipitation
processes more realistically than the Thompson scheme
during WRF simulations of two polar-low cases over the
Sea of Japan (Wu and Petty, 2010). The most important
differences between the schemes is that in the Thompson
scheme, the assumed snow size distribution depends on
both ice water content and temperature, and all species
assume a generalized gamma distribution instead of a purely
exponential distribution.

To test the polar-low sensitivity to the treatment of con-
vective processes in the model, two simulations identical
to the CTL and the WSM6 experiments were designed
with the convection scheme (Cv) turned off (CTL+NoCv
and WSM6+NoCv). By turning off condensational heating
(NoCH) in the above experiments, the role of atmos-
pheric latent heat release for the polar-low development
was investigated (CTL+NoCH, CTL+NoCv+NoCH and
WSM6+NoCH, WSM6+NoCv+NoCH). This was done by
turning off the heat contribution to the atmospheric tem-
perature profile given by the microphysics schemes after
each integration time step. All other processes in the cloud
microphysics schemes were carried out normally.

A second group of four experiments was performed
to test the sensitivity to surface energy fluxes. First, an
experiment with no surface energy fluxes (NoF) was carried
out. Two similar experiments were then conducted to test the
sensitivity to removal of only sensible heat fluxes (NoSHF)
or only latent heat fluxes (NoLHF) over the sea. To isolate
the role of baroclinicity, an experiment with no surface
energy fluxes and no condensational heating was performed
(NoF+NoCH).

Following the new type of sensitivity experiment dis-
cussed in the introduction, a third group of experiments
was designed in which various physical processes (conden-
sational heating and sensible and/or latent heat fluxes) were
artificially shut off at later times. This was done by restart-
ing the WRF model about 3 hours after the polar low had
reached peak intensity using the CTL run as initial con-
ditions. The abbrevations for these experiments end with
a capital D (delayed). In these delayed (CTL+NoCH-D,
WSM6+NoCH-D, NoF-D, NoSHF-D, NoLHF-D) experi-
ments the influence of the physical processes on the mature
polar-low intensity is more clearly revealed.

Sensitivity experiments (not shown) revealed that the
WRF model performance was optimal when the simulations
were initiated about 36 hours prior to the first signatures of
the polar low, which is in agreement with the result of the UM
model simulations of a polar low over the Norwegian Sea
during 3–4 March 2008 presented in McInnes et al. (2011).
For this reason, all simulations of the polar low, except for the
delayed (D) experiments described below, were initialized
at 0000 UTC on 17 December and ended at 1200 UTC on
21 December. Allowing for spin-up time, only data from
0000 UTC on 18 December and onwards from the 3 km
mesh are presented.

3. Synoptic overview

This section describes the synoptic-scale and mesoscale
evolution during the period from 1200 UTC on 17 Decem-
ber 2002 to 1200 UTC on 21 December 2002, spanning the
pre-development stage and the full life cycle of the polar
low. The synoptic overview is based on infrared images from
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

instrument on board the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting satellites, as well as
ECMWF analyses.

Satellite images and mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP) in
the ECMWF analyses show that the precursor of the polar-
low development was a synoptic-scale low (980 hPa) situated
off the coast of northern Norway at about 1200 UTC on
17 December (72◦N, 12◦E, Figure 2(a)).

During the next 24 hours, this low moved northeast
as it weakened. A satellite image valid at 1441 UTC on
18 December shows that the remnant of the synoptic-scale
low is located west of Novaya Zemlya at about 73◦N, 45◦E
over the Barents Sea (Figure 2(b)). Closer inspection of the
satellite image (Figure 2(b)) shows lines of clouds (i.e. cloud
streets) downstream of the sea ice edge, which is evidence
of MCAO. The cyclonic cloud features seen at 73◦N, 45◦E
suggest that an eye-like structure is under formation. This
is believed to be the first signature of polar development,
indicating that the polar low flares up within the inner core
of an occluded synoptic-scale low, which is not common
for polar lows. However, previous studies of hurricane-like
polar lows suggest that some of them originate within old
synoptic occlusions (Rasmussen and Turner, 2003). The
differences in position between the developing eye and the
closed isobars (969 hPa) seen in the ECMWF analysis suggest
that the polar low is placed somewhat too far north in the
analysis (Figure 2(b)).

Based on the large gradients of 1000–500 hPa thickness
and the 500 hPa height, we suggest that as the synoptic-
scale low enters the Barents Sea, it sets up a deep baroclinic
zone, separating relatively warmer sub-polar air south in the
Barents Sea from Arctic air masses further north (Figure 3(a)
and (b)). The 500 hPa height shows that during the same time
period, the upper-level low (4750 m) seen north of Novaya
Zemlya centred at about 80◦N, 60◦E (Figure 3(a)) prior to
the polar-low development moved to the southwest and was
positioned east of Svalbard at 1200 UTC on 18 December
(77◦N, 30◦E, Figure 3(b)).

At 0213 UTC on 19 December, the satellite image shows
an intense hurricane-like polar low with a well-defined
cloud-free eye at about 74◦N, 47◦E (Figure 2(c)), with
cyclonical cloud bands wrapped around the eye. Based on
the closed isobars, the ECMWF model still places the polar
low too far north, but confirms its deepening (963 hPa).
The 1000–500 hPa thickness suggests that the polar low
is located on the warm side of the north–south oriented
baroclinic zone (Figure 3(c)). Both 1000–500 hPa thickness
and 500 hPa height suggest that cold air advection takes
place to the rear of the developing polar low (Figure 3(b)
and (c)), which probably explains why the upper-level low
has moved southeast and its centre is now found southwest
of the polar low at about 73◦N, 40◦E (Figure 3(c)). The tilt
between the upper-level low (500 hPa height) and the polar
low (MSLP) clearly demonstrates the baroclinic nature of
the evolution.

Twenty-four hours later, satellite images reveal that
the polar low bears a striking resemblance to a tropical
hurricane, with spiral cloud bands surrounding a cloud-free
eye at about 73◦N, 49◦E (Figure 2(d)). The brightness of
the spiral cloud bands suggests that deep moist convection
was taking place, thus condensational heating may be an
important forcing mechanism for the polar low (see section
5). However, at this time, the analysed MSLP suggests
that the polar low has weakened (966 hPa), but according
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Figure 2. NOAA satellite images (infrared channel 4) showing the temporal development of the polar low. Superimposed on the satellite images is the
ECMWF mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP, yellow lines, hPa) at roughly the same times. Satellite images are shown for (a) 1052 UTC 17 December 2002
along with MSLP from the 1200 UTC analysis; (b) 1441 UTC 18 December with MSLP from the 1200 UTC analysis; (c) 0213 UTC 19 December with
MSLP from the 0000 UTC analysis; (d) 0202 UTC 20 December with MSLP from the 0000 UTC analysis; (e) 1158 UTC 20 December with MSLP from
the 1200 UTC analysis, and (f) 0728 UTC 21 December with MSLP from the 0600 UTC analysis. Time for each satellite image is seen in the upper left
corner. Coastlines are shown in black.

to the cloud-free eye seen in the satellite images and the
closed isobars, it is located too far north in the ECMWF
analysis. Based on the small size of the observed eye in the
satellite images, tighter pressure (MSLP) gradients at the
central part of the polar low (Figure 2(d)) were expected
to be visible. Therefore, it is not unlikely that the ECMWF
analysis underestimates the intensity of the polar low by
several hPa at this time. Since the 1000–500 hPa thickness
field has weak gradients throughout the domain, we suggest
that by now the polar low develops inside the Arctic air
masses, and the absence of the strong gradients of thickness
gradients so clearly evident at previous times (Figure 3(c)
and (d)) suggests that baroclinic energy conversion is no
longer important.

Further development shows that the polar low diminished
in size (Figure 2(e)). However, spiral-like clouds are evident
surrounding a clear but smaller eye seen at about 73◦N, 51◦E.
Similar to the above observations, the MSLP suggests that the
ECMWF analysis places the weaker polar low (970 hPa) too
far south. The weak MSLP gradients at the central part of the

simulated polar low suggest that the model underestimates
the polar-low intensity at this time.

The satellite image valid at 0728 UTC on 21 December
shows that the polar low is decaying west of Novaya Zemlya
at approximately 72◦N, 50◦E (Figure 2(f)). The 0600 UTC
analysis clearly underestimates the low (985 hPa) as it makes
landfall east of the observed low at this time. The 500 hPa
height shows that as this takes place, the upper-level low
diminishes and moves east of Novaya Zemlya (75◦N, 60◦E,
Figure 3(f)). Later in this day at about 1100 UTC, satellite
images show that the remnants of the polar low make landfall
close to the southern tip of Novaya Zemlya about 5 hours
later than in the ECMWF analysis (not shown).

4. Evolution of the polar low in the control experiment

In this section, we analyse the CTL experiment. As the
synoptic-scale low (972 hPa) enters the Barents Sea, the
highest surface wind speeds (about 20 m s−1) are found
on the cold side north of 73◦N (Figure 4(a)). Twelve hours
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Figure 3. Height of the 500 hPa surface from the ECMWF analysis (in
metres, blue contours) and 500–1000 hPa thickness (in metres, brown
contours) for (a) 1200 UTC 17 December 2002; (b) 1200 UTC 18 December;
(c) 0000 UTC 19 December; (d) 0000 UTC 20 December; (e) 1200 UTC
20 December; and (f) 1200 UTC 21 December. The black capital letters PL
show the approximate central position of the polar low.

later, the synoptic-scale low has deepened (970 hPa) and is
seen at about 72◦N, 41◦E, with surface wind speed reaching
up to 25 m s−1 west of the low (Figure 4(b)). The high
vertical velocity seen at about 74◦N, 48◦E (Figure 5(b))
indicates an area of condensational heating. According
to the satellite images, the simulated polar low develops
northeast of the observed polar low (74◦N, 45◦E). The
1000–500 hPa thickness shows that as a result of the cyclonic
flow of the synoptic low (Figure 4(a) and (b)), a baroclinic
zone separating relatively warm sub-polar air and Arctic air
develops over the Barents Sea (Figure 5(a) and (b)) with an
outbreak of Arctic air masses west of the developing polar
low (Figure 4(b)).

At 0000 UTC on 19 December, a polar low with an eye-like
structure and closed isobars centred at 74◦N, 47◦E is seen
(Figure 4(c)). At surface level, the developing eye consists of
calm (<5 m s−1) and relatively warm (−4◦C) air surrounded
by colder air masses. Maximum wind speeds of about
25 m s−1 are seen in the eye wall. At this time, the polar-low
position and baroclinic structure (Figure 5(c)) are similar to
the ECMWF analyses (Figure 3(c)). Thus, baroclinic energy
conversion is most likely an important physical mechanism
in the early stages of the development. The roughly parallel
lines of vertical velocity seen in the cold air outbreak to
the west of the low indicate shallow moist convection
(Figure 5(c)) that is consistent with the convective cloud
bands seen in the satellite images (Figure 2(c)).

By 1200 UTC on 19 December, the simulated polar low
had a pronounced hurricane-like appearance with a clear,

calm, warm eye located at 74◦N, 47◦E, circular isobars,
and the highest surface wind speeds (∼20 m s−1) in the
eye wall (Figure 4(d)). At this time, surface wind speeds
had decreased, particularly west and south of the polar
low, despite its deepening (961 hPa). By now, the weaker
gradients of 1000–500 hPa thickness suggest that baroclinic
forcing has weakened (Figure 5(c) and (d)), which may
explain the weaker surface wind speed. This observation is
in agreement with the ECMWF analyses (Figure 3). The high
vertical velocities seen close to the core of the low coincide
with areas of strong condensational heating (not shown)
indicating that condensational heating may be an important
forcing mechanism (Figure 5(c) and (d)).

Twelve hours later, the polar low has moved southwest
as it weakened to 966 hPa (Figure 4(e)). A distinct eye is
still present, centred at about 73◦N, 44◦E, but according to
the satellite images the simulated polar low is located about
4◦ too far west. Despite the weakening of the polar low,
the surface wind speed at the western side of the eye has
increased (∼25 m s−1). According to scatterometer winds
(not shown) the control experiment successfully simulated
the wind speed west of the low, but east of the low the wind
speed is underestimated (Figure 4(e)). It should be kept
in mind that scatterometer winds are often overestimated
over the high-latitude oceans, especially at high surface wind
speed (Renfrew et al., 2009). The spiral-like vertical velocity
bands ending at the eye of the polar low (Figure 5(e)) show
a structure similar to the cloud bands in the satellite images
(Figure 3(d)). Consistent with the ECMWF analyses, the
absence of a baroclinic zone (Figure 5(e)) and the evidence
of a strong cold air outbreak suggest that surface energy
fluxes may be essential in the development at this time (see
section 5).

At 1200 UTC on 20 December, the MSLP shows that the
polar low made landfall at about 72◦N, 52◦E (Figure 4(f)).
Although the behaviour of the simulated low did not exactly
duplicate that of the observed low, the two systems had
enough features in common by 0000 UTC on 20 December
to regard the modelled low as representative of the observed
system up to this time. This assumption is the basis for the
analysis that we now present.

4.1. Surface energy fluxes

In Figure 6, simulated surface sensible heat (SH) fluxes are
shown in the left column and latent heat (LH) fluxes in the
right column, both for the CTL experiment. The magnitude
of the simulated surface energy fluxes is controlled by
roughness length, surface wind speed, relative humidity,
and air–sea temperature differences (Chen and Dudhia,
2001).

In the early stages of the polar-low development, high
surface wind speed and strong cold air outbreak of Arctic air
masses west of the polar low (Figure 4(c)) trigger extreme
surface fluxes. At the western side of the developing eye,
maximum SH fluxes are about 1200 W m−2 while the LH
fluxes are about 400 W m−2 (Figure 6(a) and (b)). Similar
conditions explain the high surface energy fluxes (1400 and
500 W m−2, respectively) seen farther west downwind of
the sea ice edge (74–76◦N). The small area of almost no
surface energy fluxes centred at about 74◦N, 47◦E marks the
calm and relatively warm developing eye of the polar low
(Figure 6(a) and (b)).
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Figure 4. Mean-sea-level pressure (MSLP, black contours, hPa), temperature at 2 m (2◦C interval, red contours), and 10 m wind speed (in m s−1, colour
shading) from the CTL experiment. Black arrows show 10 m wind direction. The sea ice edge is shown with a thick, white curve. The following times
are shown: (a) 0000 UTC 18 December 2002; (b) 1200 UTC 18 December; (c) 0000 UTC 19 December; (d) 1200 UTC 19 December; (e) 0000 UTC
20 December; and (f) 1200 UTC 20 December.

At 1200 UTC on 19 December, the pronounced warm and
calm eye (74◦N, 47◦E) of the polar low (e.g. see Figure 4(d)) is
clearly evident with negligible SH and LH fluxes (Figure 6(c)
and (d)). Maximum SH and LH fluxes at the eye wall have
slightly weakened to about 1000 W m−2 and 350 W m−2,
respectively. The drop in surface wind speed during the
preceding 12 hours (Figure 4(c) and (d), respectively) most
likely explains the lower surface energy fluxes. The increase
in surface energy fluxes seen west of the polar low, between
30◦E and 35◦E, is probably explained by the slightly higher
surface wind speed in this area (Figure 4(d)).

Twelve hours later, despite increased surface wind speed
at the western side of the eye wall (Figure 4(d) and (e)),
maximum SH and LH fluxes have now weakened to about
600 W m−2 and 300 W m−2, respectively (Figure 6(e) and
(f)). The reduction in surface fluxes of heat and moisture
is probably explained by reduced air–sea temperature
differences. As the distance from the sea ice edge has
increased, air masses are further warmed (Figure 4(d) and
(e)) by the extreme SH fluxes before reaching the polar low.
This effect results in reduced air–sea temperature differences
and thus a drop in surface energy fluxes. The area of low
surface energy fluxes east of the polar low is most likely
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Figure 5. Vertical wind speed (m s−1, colour shading) at 850 hPa surface and 500–1000 hPa thickness (40 m interval, black contours) from the CTL
experiment. The sea ice edge is shown with a thick grey curve. (a) 0000 UTC 18 December 2002; (b) 1200 UTC 18 December; (c) 0000 UTC 19 December;
(d) 1200 UTC 19 December; (e) 0000 UTC 20 December; and (f) 1200 UTC 20 December.

caused by the strong reduction in surface wind speed in this
area (Figure 4(e)).

According to Liu et al. (2006), the updraught- and
downdraught-induced circulations set up by the develop-
ment of cloud streets influence the spatial distribution of
surface energy fluxes. Below the cloud streets (Figure 5(e)),
surface energy fluxes are suppressed (Figure 6(e) and (f)).
The increased flux between the cloud streets is caused by a
downdraught of relatively dry air (not shown here) resulting
in higher surface wind speed (Liu et al., 2006). Figure 4(e)
shows traces of lines of high and low surface wind speeds
south and west of the polar low, which correlate with the
simulated bands of high vertical velocities (i.e. cloud streets)
in the same area (Figure 5(e)).

The relative magnitude of surface energy fluxes in our
simulations is very different from that in hurricanes,
which typically have SH fluxes of 150–200 W m−2 and
maximum LH fluxes of about 1000 W m−2 (Trenberth
and Fasullo, 2008). However, the surface energy fluxes
obtained in this study are consistent with previous numerical
simulations of surface energy fluxes close to the sea ice edge.
Bresch et al. (1997) studied an intense polar low close to
the sea ice edge over the western Bering Sea with the MM5
model. Their simulations indicated maximum SH fluxes of
1000 W m−2 and LH fluxes of 300 W m−2. In a numerical
study of an Arctic front near Bjørnøya (Bear Island near
Svalbard), for which measurements from a coastguard ship
indicated winds in excess of hurricane force, Grønås and
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Figure 6. Surface sensible heat (left column) and latent heat (right column) fluxes (W m−2) from the CTL experiment. The sea ice and land masses are
seen as areas of almost zero fluxes. (a), (b) 0000 UTC 19 December 2002; (c), (d) 1200 UTC 19 December; and (e), (f) 0000 UTC 20 December. Note the
difference in scale between sensible heat (left column) and latent heat (right column) fluxes.

Skeie (1999) found SH fluxes of 1300 W m−2 in their
simulations. These values were matched in the numerical
polar-low study of Mailhot et al. (1996), who found SH
fluxes of 1400 W m−2 near the edge of the sea ice. The weaker
surface fluxes seen in later stages of the simulated polar low
are consistent with a numerical case-study by Nordeng and
Rasmussen (1992) of a hurricane-like polar low that flared
up within an old occlusion over the Norwegian Sea. During
that polar-low event, SH fluxes of about 500 W m−2 and
LH fluxes of about 250 W m−2 were simulated. As discussed
in section 5, the extremely high SH fluxes in our case
inevitably influence the simulated behaviour of the polar

low, including its sensitivity to both surface energy fluxes
and condensational heating.

4.2. Control experiment through a PV perspective

In this subsection, the polar-low development is analysed
through the PV paradigm originally developed for
cyclogenesis by Hoskins et al. (1985) and adjusted to polar
lows by Montgomery and Farrell (1992).

In Figure 7(a), PV and 500 hPa heights at 1200 UTC
on 18 December are shown along with MSLP for the CTL
experiment. A strong (3–4 PV unit (PVU)) upper-level PV
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Figure 7. Left column: Potential vorticity (colour shading) and geopotential height (blue contours, 40 m interval) at 500 hPa and sea-level pressure (5 hPa
black contours) from the CTL experiment. The black dotted line shows position of cross-section to the right. The sea ice edge is shown with a grey curve.
Right column: Cross-section of PV and potential temperature from the CTL experiment. 1 PVU unit is equivalent to SI units 1 × 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1.
(a), (b) 1200 UTC 18 December 2002; (c), (d) 0000 UTC 19 December; and (e), (f) 1200 UTC 19 December. Red dots mark the polar-low positions.

(UPV) anomaly seen on the western side of the figure is
related to the upper-level low shown in Figure 3(b).

South of the developing polar low, the constant potential
temperature seen in the cross-section of PV and potential
temperature shows (Figure 7(b)) a well-mixed atmosphere
with weak static stability up to the tropopause (2 PVU,
∼8 km). The cross-section cuts through the area where
our polar low develops during the next 12 hours. Over
the sea ice north of 75.3◦N, the strong vertical gradient of
potential temperature shows stable Arctic air masses below
the height of 4 km. The low-level PV (LPV) anomaly at
about 500–2000 m height, located between 74◦N and 76◦N,
is most likely caused by condensational heating (Figure 5(b))
and is believed to be a signature of the developing polar low.

At 0000 UTC on 19 December, the UPV anomaly has
moved southeast and is seen centred at 74.5◦N, 36◦E

(Figure 7(c)). Figure 7(d) shows a stratospheric downfolding
of high PV values (2–5 PVU) between 71◦N and 73◦N
reaching down to about 4 km height. A warm surface
potential temperature (θ) anomaly and a strong (2–5 PVU)
LPV anomaly confined below 2 km height are centred at the
polar-low eye (74.2◦N). At this time, a north–south phase
tilt of high PV air (1–2 PVU) is seen between the polar
low and the UPV anomaly. The high PV values (1–5 PVU)
below 1 km height over the sea ice (>75.4◦N) indicate very
stable Arctic masses.

Twelve hours later, the UPV anomaly has intensified as
it moved east and is now located south of the polar low.
Condensational heating appears to erode the upper-level PV
anomaly and prevent it from becoming vertically aligned
with the surface polar low (Plant et al., 2003; Bracegirdle
and Gray, 2009). As a result, the polar low is placed below
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Figure 8. Tracks of minimum centred surface pressure at 3-hour intervals
for each model experiment listed in Table 1. The track starts at 0000 UTC
18 December 2002 and ends when the polar low makes landfall. The sea ice
edge is marked with a blue curve. ECMWF (dashed brown), CTL (black),
CTL+NoCH (dashed black), NoF (green), NoSHF (red), NoLHF (blue),
and NoF+NoCH (purple).

the outer edge of the UPV anomaly (Figure 7(e)). As the
UPV anomaly moves eastward (Figure 7(c) and (e)), the
polar low is steered by the upper-level cyclonic flow set up
by the UPV anomaly (not shown here), explaining the polar
low’s northward track (Figure 7(c) and (e)).

The cross-section now shows a wider and more intense
UPV anomaly (Figure 7(f)). The high PV air (2–5 PVU,
Figure 7(f)) seen in the phase tilt between the UPV anomaly
and the polar low, at about 2–3 km height, is not believed
to be a sign of stratospheric downfolding but is most likely
caused by strong condensational heating at the eye wall
(Figure 5(d)). A slightly weaker θ anomaly is centred at the
polar low eye (74.2◦N). The strong gradients of potential
temperature seen above the surface mark the top of the PBL.
On top of the PBL (∼2 km), centred at the polar-low core, a
strong (2–5 PVU) LPV anomaly is seen. The air over the ice
(>75.3◦N) is now less stable than before because during the
last 12 hours, the southerly flow of modified air masses east
of the polar low (Figure 4(c) and (d)) has led to less stable
air over the sea ice (>75.3◦N).

The model diagnostic cannot completely clarify the
exact coupling mechanisms. However, based on the above
discussion, we note that the polar-low development fits well
with the conceptual model of polar-low cyclogenesis by
Montgomery and Farrell (1992) and Grønås and Kvamstø
(1995). In short, the UPV anomaly sets up a θ anomaly
(Figure 7(d) and (f)) that – through mutual interaction and
phase-locking with the UPV anomaly – was able to form
a significant low-level circulation (e.g. see Figure 4(c) and
(e)) and create an LPV anomaly (Figure 7(d) and (f)) by
condensational heating in organized convection (e.g. see
Figure 5(c) and (d)). Condensational heating maintained
a phase tilt between the polar low and the UPV anomaly
by destruction of PV aloft. The PV thus produced then
contributed to the low-level circulation, further intensifying
the polar low (Figure 4(c) and (d)). The intensifying UPV
anomaly and increased PV values seen in the phase tilt are
viewed as evidence of a phase lock and mutual intensification
between the UPV anomaly and the polar low (Figure 7(d)
and (f)). It should be mentioned that evidence of a phase lock
between the UPV anomaly and the polar low persisted until
the polar low made landfall (not shown), suggesting that
upper-level PV forcing is important throughout the lifetime

of the polar low. The role of upper-level PV forcing in later
stages of polar-low developments is still not well understood.
However, using PV inversion, both Wu et al. (2011) and
Føre et al. (2011) demonstrated that, in some polar lows,
upper-level PV forcing might be essential throughout the
life cycle.

5. Sensitivity experiments

This section investigates the sensitivity of polar-low intensity
to surface energy fluxes and condensational heating in
order to clarify the underlying physical processes of the
polar low. The rate of intensification of the polar low is
described using plots of minimum central surface pressure
as a function of time. As in the CTL experiment, most
of the sensitivity experiments simulated the polar-low
track successfully up to early 20 December, but most
predicted landfall about 24 hours too early according to
satellite observations (Figure 2). Only experiments removing
sensible heat (NoSHF) or latent heat (NoLHF) fluxes
accurately reproduced the time of landfall at Novaya Zemlya.
Thus, our conclusions will be based on the period from
0000 UTC 18 December to 0000 UTC 20 December.

By comparing experiments in which condensational
heating was turned off throughout the simulation with their
counterparts (CTL, CTL+NoCV, WSM6, WSM6+NoCV
versus CTL+NoCH, CTL+NoCv+NoCH, WSM6+NoCH,
WSM6+NoCv+NoCH, Table 1), a distinct difference in
track and polar-low intensity was observed (see the text
below). For this reason, only the CTL and the CTL+NoCH,
as well as the CTL+NoCH-D experiments, will be presented
in the discussion on the role of condensational heating
(section 5.3).

Table 2 presents a brief summary of the effects of the
various physical processes on polar-low intensity based on
the result of each sensitivity experiment (Table 1).

5.1. Simulated track and lifetime

Figure 8 shows the tracks of the polar low (i.e. the location of
minimum surface pressure every 3 hours) for the ECMWF
analyses and some experiments listed in Table 1.

In the ECWMF analyses (brown, Figure 8), the polar
low moves eastward along the 73◦N latitude until early
19 December before it makes a turn northward and
then makes landfall further south at about 73◦N, 52◦E
at 0600 UTC on 21 December. In the CTL experiment, the
polar low has a track similar to that observed in the ECMWF
analyses up to about 1500 UTC on 18 December, but it
makes a larger northward loop before landfall further south
(∼72◦N, 52◦E, Figure 8). All delayed (D) experiments show
a track similar to the CTL experiment from 1200 UTC
on 19 December and thereafter (not shown). When
condensational heating was turned off (e.g. CTL+NoCH),
the polar low made a smaller and more southerly loop than
was seen in the CTL before landfall at about 73◦N, 52◦E
(Figure 8) about 3 hours earlier. The removal of both surface
energy fluxes (NoF) produced a polar-low track similar to
the CTL+NoCH, but the polar low made landfall farther
south (Figure 8). When sensible heat fluxes (NoSHF) and
latent heat fluxes (NoLHF) are turned off, the polar low
makes two northward loops farther south and east than in
the CTL experiment, and both experiments show a polar-low
lifetime similar to the ECMWF analyses (Figure 8).
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Table 2. A brief summary of the effect of various physical processes on the
polar-low intensity based on the results of each sensitivity experiments.

Abbreviation Results

CTL The polar-low deepening stage is a result
of baroclinic instability interacting with an
upper-level PV anomaly.

CTL+NoCH Condensational heating plays a minor role
during the polar-low deepening stage but has
a negative role on the polar-low intensity
thereafter.

CTL+NoCH-D Condensational heating plays a minor role
in the polar-low intensity after its deepening
stage.

CTL+NoCv The polar-low intensity is rather unaffected
by the treatment of convection in the model.

CTL+NoCv+NoCH Condensational heating plays a minor role
during the polar-low deepening stage but has
a negative effect on the polar-low intensity
thereafter.

WSM6 The polar-low intensity is rather unaffected
by the treatment of cloud microphysical
processes in the model.

WSM6+NoCH Condensational heating plays a minor role
during the polar-low deepening stage but
has a negative role in the polar-low intensity
thereafter.

WSM6+NoCH-D Condensational heating plays a minor role
in the polar-low intensity after its deepening
stage.

WSM6+NoCv The polar-low intensity is rather unaffected
by the treatment of convection in the model.

WSM6+NoCv+NoCH Condensational heating plays a minor role
during the polar-low deepening stage but has
a negative role on the polar-low intensity
thereafter.

NoF Surface energy fluxes play a minor role during
the polar-low deepening stage but become
gradually more important for the polar-low
intensity thereafter.

NoF-D Surface energy fluxes are important for the
polar-low intensity.

NoSHF Sensible heat fluxes play a minor role during
the polar-low deepening stage but become
gradually more important for the polar-low
intensity thereafter.

NoSHF-D Sensible heat fluxes are important for the
polar-low intensity after its deepening stage.

NoLHF Latent heat fluxes play a minor role during
the polar-low deepening stage and thereafter.

NoLHF-D Latent heat fluxes are irrelevant for the polar-
low intensity after its deepening stage.

NoF+NoCH Dry baroclinic energy conversion is the
dominant forcing mechanism during the
polar-low deepening stage but vanishes
thereafter.

In order to explain the 24-hour-too-early landfall seen
in the CTL we have carried out several numerical tests. In
an experiment (not shown) where the number of vertical
levels was reduced to 30, with eight levels in the PBL, the
polar low showed a similar track as in the CTL. In another
experiment in which the sea ice was removed west of Novaya
Zemlya (see Figure 1) the polar low had similar intensity
and track as in the CTL. McInnes et al. (2011) showed
that a polar low over the Norwegian Sea was sensitive to
the initial conditions and starting time of the models runs.
As discussed in section 2, differences in initial conditions

and starting time did not improve the simulated time of
landfall in the CTL. Subsection 5.3 addresses the differences
in simulated polar-low track and lifetime in the different
experiments. However, in order to understand the too early
landfall in CTL, the role of upper-level PV forcing must be
discussed.

5.2. The role of surface energy fluxes

In this subsection, we investigate the role of surface energy
fluxes using the sensitivity experiments described in section
2 (Table 1).

In short, the CTL experiment and the ECMWF
analyses (not shown) show a deepening of the polar low
(approximately 9 hPa day−1) up to about 0900 UTC on
19 December (Figure 9). Until the end of the deepening
period, at about 0600 UTC on 19 December, the polar-low
intensity is not very sensitive to surface flux modifications
(NoF, NoSHF, NoLHF, Figure 9). After this time, the
simulated polar-low intensity is increasingly sensitive to
the removal of sensible heat fluxes (NoSHF), but latent
heat fluxes (NoLHF) seem to play a minor role (Figure 9).
The importance of sensible heat fluxes is clearly seen by
comparing the NoSHF experiment with the experiment in
which both surface energy fluxes are turned off (NoF).
Significantly, they show a similar reduction in polar-low
intensity with only 1 hPa differences up to about 0000 UTC
on 20 December, with the NoF experiment showing the
largest reduction in intensity thereafter (Figure 9(a)). The
results of the above experiments indicate that moisture
supply from the sea, available for condensational heating
through moist convection, is not an important energy source
in the mature stage of this polar low.

After the mature environmental conditions have been set
up, the direct role of surface energy fluxes on the mature
polar-low intensity is more clearly revealed by the delayed
(D) experiments. Similar to the NoF, the NoF-D experiment
suggests that the surface energy fluxes play a dominant role
for the mature polar-low intensity since the polar low
gradually weakens from 1 to 10 hPa during the first 12 hours
compared to the CTL (Figure 9). During the same period
the absence of only sensible heat fluxes (NoSHF-D) shows
a more moderate reduction in polar-low intensity (from 1
to 4 hPa) compared to the CTL (Figure 9). The absence of
latent heat fluxes (NoLHF-D), on the other hand, shows only
1–2 hPa weaker polar low throughout relative to the CTL
(not shown). Thus, after the mature environment conditions
have been set up, sensible heat fluxes seem to be essential
for the polar low itself while latent heat fluxes seem to play a
minor role. The question remains: do the sensible heat fluxes
affect the polar-low vortex directly or indirectly through
modification of the polar-low environment? During the first
three hours of integration (from 1200 UTC to 1500 UTC
on 19 December) the absence of surface sensible heat fluxes
(NoSHF-D) had little impact on the thermal structure of the
polar-low environment (not shown). However, during this
3-hour period, the polar-low intensity weakened by 2 hPa
compared to the CTL (Figure 9), which suggests that sensible
heat fluxes contribute directly to the polar-low intensity. The
reduction in intensity thereafter could also be caused by the
deformation of the polar-low environment (not shown), in
agreement with Yanase et al. (2004).

Several authors (Harrold and Browning, 1969; Duncan,
1977; Bresch et al., 1997) have shown that baroclinic growth
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Figure 9. A 3-hour time evolution (date and hour) of minimum sea-level pressure (hPa) was utilized in the following experiments: CTL (black),
CTL+NoCH (dashed black), CTL+NoCH-D (dotted orange), NoF (green), NoF-D (dotted green), NoSHF (red), NoSHF-D (dotted red), NoLHF (blue)
and NoF+NoCH (purple). The tracking starts at 0000 UTC 18 December 2002 and ends at 1200 UTC 20 December. The solid lines and the dashed line
show experiments in which physical processes have been turned off throughout the simulation. The delayed (D) experiments are shown as dotted lines.

in polar-low developments is able to proceed only when
the atmosphere possesses reduced stability at lower levels.
According to Hoskins et al. (1985), the capability of a UPV
anomaly to induce circulation at surface levels is dependent
upon the static stability of the lower troposphere. This effect
can be understood with the aid of the Rossby penetration
depth (H), which is related to the static stability of the
troposphere through the relation H ∼ fL/N, where f is
the Coriolis parameter, N (the Brunt–Väisälä frequency)
is a measurement of the static stability, and L is the
horizontal scale of the UPV anomaly (Rasmussen and
Turner, 2003). Bresch et al. (1997) argued that the lower
atmosphere became too stable (small H) for the upper-
level PV anomaly to initiate surface development when
surface fluxes were turned off in their experiments. In
their studies, the baroclinic zone was confined to lower
atmospheric levels, which are affected by surface energy
fluxes. However, the ECMWF analyses (Figure 3) and the
CTL experiment (Figure 4) suggest that, in our case, deep
baroclinicity is important for the development of the polar
low and may explain why the polar-low intensity is not
sensitive to surface flux modifications and condensational
heating (NoF, NoF+NoCH, Figure 9(a)) until baroclinicity
weakened after 0000 UTC on 19 December (Figure 5). A
similar situation was reported in a polar low over the Pacific
(Sardie and Warner, 1985), in that deep baroclinicity rather
than surface fluxes was important for the development of
the polar low.

A well-known hurricane theory applied to describe the
role of surface energy fluxes for polar-low developments
is the wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE)
mechanism (Craig and Gray, 1996). The WISHE theory
assumes a neutral atmosphere where moist convection
mixes air through the troposphere, but does not cause
any temperature perturbations at the vortex centre unless
the PBL is anomalously heated as a result of surface fluxes of
heat and moisture. The heated core of the vortex results in a
stronger updraught and hence a stronger mass convergence
at lower levels, causing a deepening of the vortex. The surface
energy fluxes are wind speed dependent and, therefore,
determined by the polar-low-scale flow, which results in a
positive feedback mechanism between surface energy fluxes

and surface wind speed (e.g. Craig and Gray, 1996). The
reduced polar-low intensity (Figure 4), the reduction in
surface energy fluxes (Figure 6) after the polar low has
reached peak intensity, and the result of the sensitivity
experiments (Figure 9), suggest a gradual transition from a
polar low driven by dry baroclinic instability to one driven
by sensible heat fluxes. As discussed in section 4, upper-level
PV forcing may also be important for polar-low energetics
at later stages of the polar low.

Interestingly, Figure 9 shows that condensational heating
seems to have a slightly detrimental effect (1–2 hPa) on
polar-low intensity (NoF+NoCH versus NoF, respectively)
after the polar low has reached its peak intensity. The role of
condensational heating is analysed in the subsection below.

5.3. The role of condensational heating

This subsection investigates the role of condensational
heating in polar-low intensity using the CTL, CTL+NoCH
and the CTL+NoCH-D experiments (Table 1).

Firstly, similar to the CTL experiment, all three
simulations obtained (not shown) a deepening of the polar
low (approximately 9 hPa day−1) up to about 0900 UTC
on 19 December (Figure 9). Secondly, the polar-low
intensity was relatively insensitive to the treatment of cloud
microphysics and convection in the WRF model (Table 2).

During the polar-low deepening stage, the removal of
condensational heating results in a 1–2 hPa weaker polar low
(CTL versus CTL+NoCH, Figure 9), which is in agreement
with the discussion above, in that condensational heating
seems to be irrelevant for the intensity of the polar low. In
Figure 9, the most striking feature occurs after 1200 UTC
on 19 December, during a period when baroclinicity all but
vanishes (Figure 5), and the polar low is fuelled by sensible
heat fluxes (Figure 9). In this period, condensational heating
has a negative effect on polar-low intensity. By turning off
condensational heating, a 1–4 hPa deeper polar low is
simulated (CTL+NoCH, Figure 9).

To our knowledge, this study is the first to report a
negative effect of condensational heating on the deepening
of a warm-core polar low. In the satellite images, deep,
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convective, spiral-like clouds ending at the eye wall are
seen (Figure 1(c) and (e)). It would therefore have been
reasonable to expect that condensational heating had a
positive effect on polar-low intensity. Several previous case-
studies of polar lows (e.g. Nordeng and Rasmussen, 1992;
Mailhot et al., 1996; Bresch et al., 1997; Yanase et al., 2004)
suggested that condensational heating is the main energy
source of the polar lows. In a numerical polar-low study by
Albright et al. (1995), the polar low was found to be driven
by condensational heating even if sensible heat fluxes were
3–4 times larger than latent heat fluxes.

In order to address the direct role of condensational
heating on the intensity of the mature polar low we need
to analyse the delayed (D) experiments. In the delayed
CTL+NOCH-D experiment, condensational heating turned
out to be slightly positive, yielding a 1–2 hPa deepening
of the polar low compared to the CTL (Figure 9).
However, after three hours of integration time, the CTL
and the CTL+NoCH-D experiments show similar intensity
(963 hPa, Figure 9). If condensational heating directly
affected the polar-low vortex, a decrease in intensity would
have been expected during this time period (e.g. Yanase et al.,
2004). However, the relatively modest reduction (1–2 hPa)
in intensity seen thereafter suggests that condensational
heating does not have any large direct or indirect effect
on the mature polar-low energetics. This result appears
to conflict with the more ordinary experiments in which
condensational heating was turned off throughout the
simulation (e.g. CTL+NoCH). The following subsection
addresses this conflicting result.

5.4. A comparison of the CTL, CTL+NoCH and NoSHF
experiments

The negative effects of condensational heating are studied
from the PV perspective (e.g. see section 4.2) by comparing
horizontal as well as vertical plots of PV for the CTL,
CTL+NoCH and NoSHF experiments. Moreover, the
discussion in this subsection was found to fit all pairs
of experiments with and without condensational heating
(Table 2).

In Figure 10(a) and (c), PV at 500 hPa and the height
of the 500 hPa surface are shown along with MSLP valid at
1200 UTC on 19 December for the CTL+NoCH and NoSHF
experiments, respectively. The UPV anomaly is slightly
more intense and smaller in the CTL+NoCH experiment
(Figure 10(a)), but it is simulated at approximately the same
location as in the NoSHF and CTL experiments (73◦N, 49◦E,
Figures 10(a) and (c) and 7(e)).

Figure 10(b) and (d) show the cross-sections of PV and
the potential temperature for the CTL+NoCH and NoSHF
experiments, respectively. Both experiments show features
similar to the CTL experiment (Figure 7(f)), i.e. a UPV
anomaly located between 70◦N and 74◦N reaching down to
about 4 km height, a surface θ anomaly centred at the polar-
low eye (red dot), constant potential temperature showing
the well-mixed PBL, and a (1–5 PVU) LPV anomaly at the
top of the PBL. As for the CTL experiment, the high PV air
(1–5 PVU) stretching between the LPV and UPV anomalies
(Figure 10(b) and (d)) is viewed as evidence of a phase lock
between the anomalies (Montgomery and Farrell, 1992).

Downwind of the sea ice, strong convection triggered by
the extreme sensible heat fluxes deepens the well-mixed PBL,
resulting in a gradual destabilization and warming of the

PBL (Figures 7(f) and 10(b)). The absence of condensational
heating in the CTL+NoCH experiments means that there is
no destruction of PV aloft causing the eastward-moving UPV
anomaly (e.g. see Figure 7(c) and (e)) to be almost vertically
aligned with the polar low in its mature stage (Figure 10(b)).
As a result, the polar low in the CTL+NoCH experiment is
positioned farther south (∼73◦N) in a deeper and warmer
PBL (Figure 10(b)) than seen in the CTL experiment
(∼74◦N, Figure 7(e)). As in the CTL experiment, the UPV
anomaly moves eastward over Novaya Zemlya during the
following 24 hours (not shown). The evidence of a phase
lock between the polar low and the eastward-moving UPV
anomaly in the CTL+NoCH experiment could explain the
polar low’s more southerly loop and landfall further north
than seen in the CTL experiment (Figure 8). Notably, the
smaller air–sea temperature differences in the CTL+NoCH
experiment resulted in sensible heat fluxes that were about
10–15% lower than in the CTL experiment. Therefore, the
negative effect of condensational heating is not caused by
differences in sensible heat fluxes in the simulations.

Due to the weaker static stability in the CTL+NoCH
experiment, the atmospheric conditions are more favourable
for interactions (large H) between the UPV anomaly and
the polar low than in the CTL experiment (Figures 10(b)
and 7(f), respectively). Along with the lack of PV destruction
aloft, this may explain the slightly more intense UPV
anomaly, which in turn results in stronger upper-level
forcing and then a deepening of the polar low in
the CTL+NoCH experiment (Figure 10(b) versus 7(f),
respectively). Bresch et al. (1997) and Mailhot et al. (1996)
showed that when surface energy fluxes in their experiments
were turned off, the lower atmosphere became too stable
(small H) for the UPV anomaly to induce polar-low
development, which is not the case in our study (NoSHF,
Figure 9). The evidence of a phase lock between the UPV
anomaly and the polar low in the NoSHF experiment
(Figure 10(d)), in spite of a statically stable atmosphere
(small H), supports our hypothesis that the UPV anomaly
also has a strong influence on surface development in later
stages of the polar low.

As in the CTL experiment, in the NoSHF a phase lock
between the UPV anomaly and the polar low (not shown)
persisted until the polar low made landfall. However, an
important difference between the CTL and the NoSHF is
that in the NoSHF the UPV anomaly did not move over
Novaya Zemlya until early 21 December, which is about 24 h
later than in CTL (not shown). Thus, the polar low seems to
make landfall at a time when the UPV anomaly moves over
Novaya Zemlya in each experiment (e.g. CTL, CTL+NoCH,
NoSHF and NoLHF). These observations suggest that the
interaction between the UPV anomaly and the polar low
is important in explaining the simulated polar-low track
and life cycle. To what extent this can explain the differences
between the life cycle in CTL and the observed one is difficult
to answer.

The organization of convection could also explain the
negative effect of condensational heating in the simulations.
Nordeng and Rasmussen (1992) argued that the convection
must be organized in such a way that air masses warmed
and moistened by surface energy fluxes must ascend in the
central structure of the polar low and less at its sides in order
to have mass convergence and deepening of the cyclone. As
seen in the CTL experiment, the distribution of the vertical
velocity suggests that convection takes place throughout the
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Figure 10. Left column: Potential vorticity (colour shading) and geopotential height (blue contours, 40 m interval) at 500 hPa surface at 1200 UTC
19 December 2002 from the (a) CTL+NoCH and (c) NoSHF experiments. The black solid lines shows sea-level pressure (5 hPa contours). The
black dotted line shows the position of cross-section to the right. The sea ice edge is shown with a grey curve. Right column: Cross-section of PV
and potential temperature at 1200 UTC 19 December from the (b) CTL+NoCH and (d) NoSHF experiments. 1 PVU unit is equivalent to SI units
1 × 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1. The red dot marks the position of the polar low.

Figure 11. Vertical wind speed (m s−1, colour shading) at 850 hPa surface form the (a) CTL and the (b) CTL+NoCH experiment valid at 1200 UTC
19 December 2002. The sea ice edge is shown with a thick grey curve.

domain (Figure 11(a)), which is consistent with the cloud
features seen in satellite images (Figure 2). However, in the
CTL+NoCH experiment the simulated convection is taking
place at the central structure of the warm-core polar low
(CTL+NoCH, Figure 11(b)), which is optimal for mass
convergence and thus a deepening of the polar low. This
result is consistent with van Delden (1989), who argued
that the deepening of a cyclone is suppressed if the diabatic
heating (e.g. moist convection) is located dynamically too
far away from the cyclone centre as in the CTL experiment.

6. Summary and concluding remarks

An unusually deep (961 hPa) hurricane-like polar low that
evolved over the Barents Sea during 18–21 December 2002

was numerically studied using the WRF model with a 3 km
horizontal mesh. Satellite images reveal that the polar low
developed close to the sea ice edge in the aftermath of an
eastward-moving synoptic-scale low west of Novaya Zemlya
on 18 December 2002. Similar to tropical hurricanes, spiral
cloud bands surrounding a cloud-free eye were seen in
the satellite images. The low dissipated as it made landfall
at Novaya Zemlya (75◦N, 60◦E) during the morning of
21 December.

The full-physics experiment (CTL) produced an intense
cyclone (961 hPa) that had characteristics similar to the
observed polar low, but made landfall about 24 hours too
early, according to the satellite images. Horizontal as well as
vertical plots of PV indicate that the simulated polar low was
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a result of interaction between an eastward-moving upper-
level PV anomaly and deep baroclinicity (e.g. Montgomery
and Farrell, 1992; Grønås and Kvamstø, 1995). Similar
interactions were suggested in previous studies of similar
events (Businger and Baik, 1991; Nordeng and Rasmussen,
1992). The simulated eye-like structure with a clear, calm,
warm core with highest surface wind speed (<25 m s−1) in
the eye wall is consistent with simulations of previous case-
studies of similar events (Businger and Baik, 1991; Nordeng
and Rasmussen, 1992). Similar to satellite observations,
the model successfully simulated cloud streets. The polar
low’s close proximity to the sea ice and high surface wind
speed (25 m s−1) triggered strong cold advection, resulting
in extreme surface fluxes at the eye wall in its deepening
stage. Maximum sensible and latent heat fluxes were about
1200 W m−2 and 400 W m−2, respectively. As the polar low
weakened while it moved southward into a warmer PBL,
maximum sensible and latent heat fluxes decreased to about
600 W m−2 and 300 W m−2, respectively.

Several high-resolution (3 km mesh) sensitivity experi-
ments were conducted with the state-of-the-art WRF model
to elucidate the underlying physics of the polar low. Two
types of sensitivity experiments were designed. First, an
ordinary type of sensitivity experiment was carried out, in
which physical processes such as condensational heating and
sensible and/or latent heat fluxes were turned off throughout
the whole integration time. A second group of experiments
was designed in which the physical properties were turned
off after the polar low had reached its peak intensity. In these
latter experiments, it was simpler to analyse whether a phys-
ical process affected the mature vortex itself or indirectly
through modification of the polar-low environment.

Based on the analysis of the sensitivity experiments, we
arrived at the following conclusions:

• The deepening of the polar low was a result of
baroclinic energy conversion and upper-level PV
forcing.
The complex interaction between surface energy
fluxes, condensational heating, upper-level PV forcing
and baroclinic dynamics makes it difficult to separate
their role in the deepening stage of the simulated
polar low. Still, the polar low developed in a deep
baroclinic zone bounding relatively warm sub-polar
and Arctic air masses, which most likely explains why
the simulated polar-low intensity was not sensitive
to surface energy fluxes and condensational heating
modifications until the baroclinicity weakened.

• After the deepening stage, sensible heat fluxes and
upper-level PV forcing fuelled the polar low, with a
minor role for latent heat fluxes.
We suggest that the WISHE mechanism, as presented
for polar lows by Craig and Gray (1996), is a
likely forcing mechanism that gradually becomes
more important after the polar-low deepening stage.
However, in contrast to most previous case-studies
of polar lows and tropical hurricanes, the polar-low
energetics in this study were fuelled by sensible heat
fluxes, with latent heat fluxes playing a secondary role.
Indications of a phase lock between the upper-level
PV anomaly and the polar low regardless of static
stability at lower levels suggests strong upper-level PV
forcing throughout the life cycle of the polar low.

• Condensational heating plays a minor role during the
polar-low development.

The delayed (D) experiments showed that conden-
sational heating had a slightly positive effect on the
polar-low intensity after its deepening stage. This
result appears to conflict with the experiments in
which condensational heating was turned off through-
out the whole integration time in that condensational
heating then had a negative effect on the polar-low
intensity after its deepening stage. Two factors may
explain these unusual results: (1) when the conden-
sational heating was turned off throughout the whole
integration time, the cross-sections of PV and poten-
tial temperature suggest that the simulated polar low
acquired a more conducive atmosphere for stronger
upper-level PV forcing; (2) in the experiments without
latent heat release, the simulated convection was orga-
nized at the central structure of the polar low, which
is optimal for mass convergence and thus deepening
of the cyclone.

Polar lows have previously been classified by their
appearance in satellite images, their origin, and their forcing
mechanisms. However, hurricane-like polar lows are not
included in today’s classification scheme (e.g. Wilhelmsen,
1985; Bracegirdle and Gray, 2008). Bracegirdle and Gray
(2008) recommended that hurricane-like polar lows should
form a separate class in a new classification scheme. As
this study indicates, they may have characteristics that are
unusual compared with other polar-low cases. In order to
generalize our findings, more case-studies need to be carried
out. For future work, we especially urge other authors to
carry out the two types of sensitivity experiments presented
in Yanase et al. (2004) concerning condensational heating
as well as surface energy fluxes, in addition to switching off
each type of surface flux (SH and LH) separately, in order
to clarify their roles in polar-low developments. As shown
in the present study, the use of the new type of sensitivity
experiments may lead to improved insight in the underlying
physics of polar lows.
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